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Mainly men play football and CaddyDaddy Golf borrowed from
football’s super grip design so who could blame them for first
fashioning the male model of their Talon Glove; but with a very
successful outcome, they are now introducing the ladies version!
Women had been ordering the men’s small size for themselves. Co
owners Greg Derbas and Rod Dunlap astutely figured out what
women want – an equal grip on golf in their own size ranges. Then the
question was what color should it be? They asked the women
attending Golf Fest in Palm Springs this month. The answers were as
varied as a gal’s shoe assortment but the final answer was pure and
simple – white. A former corporate mentor, Dea would say, “You can
never have too many white blouses gals.” The same goes for golf
gloves. White goes with everything after all. What’s most important
about the CaddyDaddy Golf glove for women, equally now as it was
for men, is the very pretty performance.
The name Talon represents the gripping fabric feature such as that of
a bird of prey swooping down to snatch a fish. What could be slipperier

Mens Talon Glove

than a fish? By blending cutting edge synthetics with micro suede
materials, CaddyDaddy Golf has produced a glove with superior grip,
maximum flexibility, and comfortable fit. The ultra-thin patent
pending tack infused palm is not exactly sticky but almost. It’s not
really silky but it is slick. What it is is “grippy.” It’s actually wonderfully
weird, especially when swinging. The CaddyDaddy Golf glove is meant
to grip it and rip it.

The full motion mesh is comfortable and breathable when handling
any grip in any weather condition. The material refreshes with cleaning and lasts much longer than other golf gloves. That is
unless you have a friend try it out and relinquish it to them. If you are looking for a fashionable glove for all conditions,
(ladies version will be coming online the first of February) go to www.caddydaddygolf.com.
Perhaps you will see the instant discount screen. Sign up for the 15% discount on your first order. Notice the more
extensive line of products (Golf Gloves are noted on the top side left). CaddyDaddy Golf started with golf bags and travel
bags. In fact they still have the number one rated soft travel bag on Amazon. Their products are simple and simply
functional. They are always looking at what is currently selling and how that product might be improved to be simply better.
Logos may be applied for tournaments or corporate gifts to bags and head covers. The gloves make great tournament gifts

too, for men and yay, now for women.
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